
The Client:
Severn Trent Water’s (STW) core activity is to deliver water and sewerage services

to homes and businesses across the Midlands region.  STW is one of the largest

water utility companies in the UK, with a reputation for being one of the best

providers.

The Situation: 
Security at STW’s main office sites is managed by the company’s Facilities

Management department.  Over the past 18 months Nigel Featherstone - Area

Facilities Manager at STW - has led a security upgrade project to implement a

series of system improvements across six sites.  The STW business case

identified the following objectives:

• To reduce security incidents:  there had been a number of security breaches

reported including vandalism, theft of site property and personal belongings

and other security related issues.  

• To standardise security systems:  in the past security equipment had been

purchased individually for each site – STW wanted to establish a common

platform throughout the organisation.

• To offer an improved return on investment: the business case offered a

reduction in costs by replacing manned guarding with technology.  

Sites were risk assessed using the criteria of the potential for a security breach,

the requirement to replace or upgrade old or obsolete equipment and the cost

effectiveness of upgrading. 
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The tender for the security project was awarded to CTAC, a national SSAIB

(Security Systems and Alarm Inspection Board) approved installer who, in

addition to providing installation and maintenance, offered Severn Trent Water a

dedicated security monitoring service from their purpose built central station.

CTAC’s approach exceeded the expectations of STW by demonstrating how the

planned security systems could be enhanced, making even greater use of the

technology.  

The Solution:
Honeywell Security was specified from

the outset, providing access control,

CCTV and intruder alarm systems.  The

access control system installed was the

Win-Pak™ Pro Central Station software

running Pro 2200 controllers, with

between three and forty proximity

readers per site.  The access control

system supported new staff ID cards

and was required to restrict visitor

movement.  Access control has been

installed in the reception areas and at

main doors in different parts of each

building and is linked to the CTAC

central station over IP.  Galaxy intruder

alarm control panels and IntelliSense

Dual Tech sensors have been installed

to secure office buildings outside office

working hours, and are also linked to

the central station over IP. CCTV is

used externally across each site; a

combination of Honeywell static

cameras and Orbiter domes that

provide full pan tilt and zoom functions.

Images are controlled by the Honeywell

Maxcom Matrix.  

CTAC installed a PSTN line plus a

dedicated ADSL connection at each

site, creating a wide area network that

links all monitored sites for Severn Trent

Water with CTAC’s central station.  The

result is a secure virtual private network

over the internet. At the heart of the

network is the Honeywell Win-Pak Pro

Central Station software, providing

CTAC with full control of all the access

equipment and two-way

communications with each site.

During office hours the security is

managed by STW’s FM staff, who

control the site CCTV and can access

Win-Pak Pro Central Station through a

web browser on their PC.  This allows

staff to communicate any changes to

entry requirements directly with CTAC -

for example, to inform them that

operational staff will need to gain

access to a site during the evening.

When CTAC’s control room takes over

after normal office hours, the sites are

automatically locked-down.  Any

changes to entry requirements are then

reviewed so that operational staff will

be able to gain entry when they arrive

on site in the evenings or at weekends.

CTAC predominantly use security

equipment from Honeywell Security.

Adrian Johnson managing director

comments: “Honeywell is our partner of

choice.  We field test every piece of

equipment and believe that Honeywell

offers the best quality, equipment

performance and reliability.  It is a one

stop solution that works well for our

clients.”  Nigel comments: “We have

had very positive feedback about the

installation, the security equipment and

the central monitoring.  CTAC have

been supportive throughout this project

and added value to the system

wherever they could.  If there has ever

been an issue, they have found a way

round it without compromising the

service.”

ID Cards
Universal security cards (a combined

ID and security access control card),

are being introduced company wide, as

part of the improved security measures.

The major benefits of the universal

cards are dual functionality, as well as a

standardised identity across the

business. This also means that staff

who visit customer premises, whether

homes or businesses, now use their

universal card to confirm their identity.

CTAC produces and manages this card

system for all staff as well as agency

personnel, contractors and consultants

who are issued with temporary ID

cards.  If a card is lost, stolen or

damaged, CTAC can cancel all access

on the card and issue a new one.

Severn Trent Water is a customer facing

organisation that receives visitors to

different office buildings.  Nigel adds:

“We have to be careful how we manage

office visits, always greeting visitors in a

friendly and helpful manner – whilst

adhering to security procedures.”  All

visitors are now verified, issued with a

visitor pass or ID card and escorted

whilst on the premises.

“We have had very
positive feedback
about the installation,
the security
equipment and the
central monitoring” 



The Benefits:
Instant Response
An added advantage of the central

station means that if there is any

system failure, CTAC engineers will

know where and what the fault is.

Generally, most problems can be

addressed immediately on-line,

however when this is not possible they

can send an engineer to repair it

quickly – with the relevant background

knowledge and the correct tools for the

job. Nigel explains: “With the previous

system a camera fault could have been

delayed in being identified, and thus

have been ineffective for some time

before it was reported and repaired.

Now we get an instant response to

mechanical or technical failures.”

CTAC has a unique position; being that

of installer, maintenance provider and

monitoring service in one.

Remote monitoring and
control
Severn Trent Water has 16 main office

sites, most of which are also

operational after normal office hours;

with staff requiring 24-hour access to

collect plant equipment or vehicles in

order to respond to customer service

requirements, such as emergency leaks

or burst pipes.  Previously, access was

handled by the on-site security guards.

Now the process is managed through

access control and remote

communications with CTAC’s central

station.  If operational staff require

access to any of the alarmed areas,

CTAC can remotely open the gates and

doors, disarm the alarm system whilst

staff are in the building, and then rearm

the alarm and lock-down the site when

they leave.  Considerable effort was

required to devise a workable plan for

each site; maintaining a standard

approach across all sites, whilst

meeting the needs of each individual

location.  Each site’s security system

can still operate stand-alone if required.

Although all sites have a common

function, no two are exactly the same.  

Return on Investment
Severn Trent Water has predicted a

return on investment in less than two

years.  Nigel concludes: “We question

every security incident, asking what

happened, why, and figuring out what

we can do to improve to make sure it

doesn’t happen again.  In the last six

months there have been no breaches in

any of the upgraded sites – which is

exactly what we expected.  We are

happy with the results so far, and

confident that the improvements made

have proven to be effective.”
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At the Sherbourne site, Finham, we have

from left to right, Adrian Johnson, Jon

Osborne - both from CTAC, and Nigel

Featherstone from Severn Trent Water.

The Products:
• Win-Pak Central Station

• Orbiter Domes

• Cameras/ monitors

• Galaxy Intruder Alarm

• IntelliSense Dual Tech Detectors


